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On the 12th of March, Studio la Città inaugurates a solo
exhibition of Marino Marini: a tribute to the graphic imagination
of the Tuscan artist. The exhibition is a special occasion to
present the work of this great artist, particularly appreciated by
Studio la Città even if it is unusual compared to the gallery’s
exhibition line.
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Bunter Reiter I, 1975
Coloured litograph, ed. XLV/L, 94 x 68 cm



From the very beginning of his artistic training, when he
attended the Institute of Fine Arts in Florence in the 1920s,
Marino Marini produced his first engravings, laying the
foundations for a vast graphic production that was to
accompany him throughout his life. These works on paper,
which precede, complement and mutually influence his
sculptures, allow us to access the core of Marini's genius, the
progressive interiorization of his archetypes and the
development of his identity as an artist. The exhibition displays
a selection of lithographs and etchings, featuring some of his
most emblematic figures, chimerical characters such as the
knight and the juggler, characterised by his unique stylistic
mastery. The presented works belong to the last years of his
artistic activity, dated between 1972 and 1978, a period in which
the tragic expressiveness, mirroring the anguish caused by
war, is combined with a latent and relentless longing for the
pleasure of living. The forms, at times essential, at times
explosive and material, exude theatricality and presence to the
point of seeming almost three-dimensional. 

Life is a theatre. (W. Shakespeare)

Thanks to Pinuccia Sardi for the collaboration.
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MARINO MARINI

Marino Marini was born in Pistoia on
February 27th 1901. He enrolled at the
Academy of Fine Arts in Florence when he
was only sixteen and began by studying
drawing and painting; his first approach to
sculpture dates from 1922. He moved to
Milan in 1929 after being asked by Arturo
Martini to become head of sculpture at the
Villa Reale art school in Monza. His first
important sculpture, People, in terracotta,
which revealed Marino's talent to the public
and critics, dates from the same year.
 In 1931 he carried out Ersilia, a sculpture in
polychrome wood, which is considered one
of his fundamental works; he then
presented his first one-man show in Milan in
1932. He later participated at the Rome
Quadrennial where his work first gained
important recognition; he won first prize for
sculpture at the Quadrennial in 1935.
 The Knight dates from 1936 and was to be a
work of considerable significance as it led
to the subsequent evolution in his research;
Marino carried it out in two versions, one in
bronze and the other in wood, now in the
Vatican. He met Mercedes Pedrazzini in
1938, and married her only a few months
later; he fondly called her "Marina" as if to
emphasize the link that was to unite them
for the rest of their lives. 
 In 1943 Marino took refuge with Marina in
the Canton of Ticino: these years of exile
were especially important for the artist. In
Switzerland in fact he met and frequented
some of the great masters of contemporary
art - Giacometti, Wotruba, Otto Bänninger,
Haller and Germaine Richier – whose work
contributed towards him making an even
more profound study of his subject matter
and his research.
 The following year, when he returned to
Italy (1947), was to be decisive for him: he
took part in the XXIV Venice Biennale with a
room dedicated to his work and, on the
same occasion, made great friends with
Henry Moore; at the same time he also met
the American art merchant Curt Valentin,
who invited him to the United States and
not only organised a major solo exhibition in
New York but also a series of shows that
were to contribute towards making his work
known throughout the world.

Marino died in Viareggio on August 6th 1980. 
 

Biography taken from:
fondationmarinomarini.it
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